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ABSTRACT
The public discourse around pay transparency has focused on the direct effect: how workers seek
to rectify newly-disclosed pay inequities through renegotiations. The question of how wagesetting and hiring practices of the firm respond in equilibrium has received less attention. To
study these outcomes, we build a model of bargaining under incomplete information and test our
predictions in the context of the U.S. private sector. Our model predicts that transparency reduces
the individual bargaining power of workers, leading to lower average wages. A key insight is that
employers credibly refuse to pay high wages to any one worker to avoid costly renegotiations
with others under transparency. In situations where workers do not have individual bargaining
power, such as under a collective bargaining agreement or in markets with posted wages, greater
transparency has a muted impact on average wages. We test these predictions by evaluating the
roll-out of U.S. state legislation protecting the right of workers to inquire about the salaries of
their coworkers. Consistent with our prediction, the laws lead wages to decline by approximately
2% overall, but declines are progressively smaller in occupations with higher unionization rates.
Our model provides a unified framework to analyze a wide range of transparency policies, and
reconciles effects of transparency mandates documented in a variety of countries and contexts.
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I.

Introduction

Most pay transparency initiatives are based on the narrative that transparency gives
workers more bargaining power. Pay transparency laws aim to increase workers’ knowledge
of the pay of their peers to ensure ‘‘victims of pay discrimination can effectively challenge
unequal pay,” equipping them for successful negotiations by revealing their employer’s willingness to pay for labor (Phillips, 2009). But the use of salary disclosure to remedy unequal
pay for equal work is only half of the story; when salary transparency is anticipated by the
employer and employees, optimal wage-setting, bargaining, and hiring practices also adjust.
Despite a lack of evidence on the indirect effects of pay transparency,1 twenty two U.S. states
and ten EU countries have passed laws to increase pay transparency.2
Our paper studies both the direct and indirect impacts of pay transparency policies on
wage negotiations and renegotiations. We combine a dynamic wage-bargaining model with
an event-study analysis of the enactment of U.S. state laws increasing pay transparency. We
find that increasing transparency decreases workers’ de facto bargaining power. Because of
this, average wages are lower under higher transparency. Lower average wages distinguishes
our bargaining framework from the partial equilibrium effect on which pay transparency
policies are commonly premised: without an equilibrium response through bargaining, we
would expect wages to rise after transparency is introduced, as transparency’s direct effect
allows low-wage workers to negotiate higher pay.
To introduce the mechanisms we study in this paper, we present two scenarios. First,
suppose a worker learns that a colleague with the same job is earning significantly more than
she is. She reasons that her employer must be willing to pay a higher wage for the work she
is doing, and will therefore seek to renegotiate her wage.3 The employer has an interest in
preventing such negotiations because they raise wages. While the solution seems that the
firm should restrict the flow of wage information to workers, this is only half of the story.
Consider instead the initial wage negotiations of the same worker at a firm with full
pay transparency. Even before agreeing to an initial wage, she observes the salary of the
highest-paid worker; the worker can demand that wage, but cannot negotiate any raise. The
1

In a recent paper, Mas (2017, page 1718) states, ‘‘More work could also be done to investigate other
effects of pay disclosure...and whether transparency changes the relative bargaining of workers and employers
in wage setting.”
2
The policies in the U.S. range from punishments for employers that prevent employees from discussing
salaries (Siniscalco et al., 2017) to requirements that employers inform prospective employees of the range
of salaries currently paid to workers (Pender, 2017). EU policies range from mandating full disclosure by
companies over a threshold number of employees, like in Germany, to publication of salary statistics such as
the mean, median and gap between men and women, as in the case of the U.K. and Denmark (European
Commission; International Labour Organization).
3
Caldwell and Harmon (2019) present empirical evidence that workers renegotiate their wages on the
job after learning new wage information.
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fact that wages are public allows the employer to credibly say, “If I give you a higher salary,
I’ll have to give everyone else a raise too, and I just can’t afford that.” Under pay secrecy,
the worker might have been skeptical of such a claim and bargained more aggressively, but
due to transparency, the worker grasps the (true and costly) ramifications of asking for more
than the current maximum wage earned by others. Therefore, full transparency leads to
an unintended side effect: if workers all get the same wage and cannot negotiate this wage
upward, then the firm gets the power to set the wage. To maximize its profit, the firm acts
like a monopsonist and sets a relatively low wage. Thus transparency increases the de facto
bargaining power of the employer, becoming the enforcement mechanism for a low wage.
Transparency, in this way, resembles best-price guarantees (also known as most-favoredcustomer agreements). Best-price models argue that agreements to rebate existing customers
if prices fall in the future allows the firm to maintain higher prices (Butz, 1990; Cooper and
Fries, 1991). The firm can commit to refusing marginal buyers because of the cost of rebates to previous consumers,4 and empirical evidence supports these findings (Scott Morton,
1997a,b). Our study contains this effect, but the forces at play differ significantly because
we study a setting of (two-sided) incomplete information.
We present a baseline model of continuous-time wage negotiation in the presence of
transparency, in which a continuum of workers individually bargain with a firm. We extend
this model in many ways, including to a setting in which there are many firms and workers
search among them for jobs. As our key findings are preserved in these extensions, we
investigate our simple model to shed light on the forces at play. A key point of departure
from much of the previous wage-bargaining literature which assumes complete information
(see, e.g. Hall and Milgrom (2008)) is that the potential surplus from a worker-firm match is
initially unknown for both parties.5 Both sides of the market alter their bargaining strategies
in response to transparency, and the interaction of these responses drives our predictions.
Each worker has a heterogeneous outside option and the firm has a value for labor, both of
which are private information. Bargaining is similar to double auction models, first studied
by Chatterjee and Samuelson (1983): each worker specifies a minimum wage she is willing to
accept, and the firm sets a maximum wage it is willing to accept. If the worker’s minimum
acceptable wage is below the firm’s maximum acceptable wage, she is hired and the flow
wage she receives is a convex combination of these two values.6 Otherwise, the worker is
4

See Bagwell and Wolinsky (2002) for a series of pricing models that demonstrate how the future observability of durable decisions can lead to increased commitment power.
5
Manning (2005) finds that employers’ private information can affect bargaining and lead to high levels
of inequality in imperfectly competitive markets, which we believe justifies this departure.
6
As argued by Larsen and Zhang (2018), double auctions serve as useful empirical approximations to
real-world bargaining in settings with private information. For example, Larsen (2021) empirically estimates
a double auction model using data from post-auction bargaining over used cars. Our empirical setting
provides a rare opportunity to study details of bargaining for wages, rather that goods, in settings with
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permanently unmatched with the firm and receives her outside option. The convex weight
on the firm’s maximum wage measures its bargaining power. The higher the weight, the
larger its role in determining the wage resulting from a negotiation.
Workers stochastically learn the wages of their peers over time. An independent arrival
process reveals the entire profile of wages at the firm to a particular worker, and the arrival
rate λ ≥ 0 characterizes the level of transparency: with higher levels of transparency, wage
information arrives more quickly. Under full transparency (λ = ∞), workers learn the wages
of their peers immediately; under full privacy (λ = 0), they never do. Workers renegotiate
their wage when information arrives by specifying a new minimum acceptable wage.
Transparency causes an information externality, as one worker’s wage can affect (re)negotiations of others. In equilibrium, when a worker receives peer wage information, she
will renegotiate her wage to match the highest wage she observes. This alters the de facto
bargaining power through two equilibrium effects: a demand effect and a supply effect. As
transparency rises, the firm’s maximum willingness to pay for labor falls because information
about one worker’s pay raise spreads more quickly to others, who use that information to
renegotiate (demand effect). At the same time, workers make lower initial wage offers to
increase their chances of getting hired (supply effect). Because workers expect to quickly
learn the wages of others and renegotiate with higher transparency, they are less concerned
with securing a high initial wage.
Dynamic games with incomplete information frequently contain analogues of one of these
effects, but not, to our knowledge, both. In the well-known chain store game, Kreps and
Wilson (1982) and Milgrom and Roberts (1982) show that costly, predatory behavior against
early competitors may be optimal in order to create a reputation favorable for later negotiations (demand effect).7 Kuhn and Gu (1998, 1999) show that unions optimally delay making
contract offers to employers so that they can freeride on information gathered from the negotiations of others (supply effect).8 Our setting includes both of these supply and demand
effects, which cause simultaneous adjustments of bargaining strategies by workers and the
firm in response to changes in transparency. We prove several novel equilibrium results.
We show that increasing transparency has the same equilibrium effect as decreasing
worker bargaining power. Formally, we show that the set of equilibria under high transparency and high worker bargaining power is identical to the set of equilibria with lower
transparency and lower worker bargaining power. Regardless of workers’ nominal bargaining power, full transparency grants the firm full de facto bargaining power, as the firm
private information.
7
Fudenberg and Levine (1992) show a weaker, yet similar, effect in settings with imperfect observations,
which is similar to the response to partial transparency in our model.
8
Gu and Kuhn (1998) show that an analogue of the demand effect may be present in this setting, although
they do not consider both effects simultaneously.
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commits to, and workers immediately observe, a maximum wage; and when workers have no
bargaining power, the firm makes a single take-it-or-leave-it offer, implying that all workers
immediately know the wages of their peers, whether or not they directly observe these wages
through another channel. As workers’ individual bargaining power shrinks, the effects of
higher transparency (continuously) become more muted as workers are less able to exploit
differences in their outside options to secure heterogeneous wages. In markets where workers
have no individual bargaining power, such as markets with posted wages or markets where
wages are set by a collective or union, transparency will not affect the equilibrium outcome.
Pay transparency shifts surplus from the workers to the firm, leading to lower wages and a
lower per capita wage bill. Under full transparency, the firm will pick a maximum wage equal
to the wage it would have selected as a monopsonistic firm posting a wage. Each worker will
either accept the transparent maximum wage, or will consume her outside option.9 Because
of this, full transparency maximizes firm expected profits (Williams, 1987) and minimizes
worker surplus and wages.
The amount of firm bargaining power has a non-monotonic effect on employment because
employment is maximized when bargaining power is shared between workers and the firm.
When bargaining power is highly skewed, either workers act like monopolists, making high
wage demands that are often rejected; or the firm acts like a monopsonist, committing to low
wages that deter high-outside-option workers from considering work at the firm. Granting
either the firm or workers all of the bargaining power minimizes expected employment.10
We study these equilibrium effects empirically in an event study framework. Since 2004,
18 U.S. states and the District of Columbia have enacted policies specifically aimed at facilitating communication about pay between coworkers.11 The policies impose punishments
for employers that retaliate against workers who disclose their wages or inquire about the
wages of coworkers. We refer to these as ‘‘Right of Workers To Talk” (ROWTT) policies.
While we cannot directly observe how these laws affected communication between coworkers,
we have suggestive evidence of their effect on the existence of firm-level policies forbidding
9

Because of this equilibrium equivalence between full transparency and posted wages, our theory unifies
previous results from a variety of models (and our empirical evidence corroborates these findings). Michelacci
and Suarez (2006) show that bargaining leads to more dispersed wages than posted wages (our Theorem
1); Ellingsen and Rosén (2003) find wage posting is more effective than bargaining when reservation wages
are low (an implication of our Theorem 3); Brenzel et al. (2014) suggest that bargaining may lead to higher
average worker wages than wage posting (our Theorem 2).
10
The potential positive effect of pay transparency on hiring is perhaps surprising given results of other
models of bargaining with private information (Bergemann and Hörner, 2018; Brancaccio et al., 2020; Hörner
and Vieille, 2009; Kaya and Liu, 2015). All find that transparency decreases the number of (or prevents)
transactions.
11
As early as 1935, a clause in the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) established worker rights to
discuss pay in the spirit of facilitating collective bargaining; however, these protections were described in
very general terms, ‘‘protecting concerted activity,” and violators did not face punitive damages, which led
to the critique of the NLRA as a ‘‘toothless tiger” (Green, 2014).
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wage discussion or disclosure. Hegewisch et al. (2011) and Sun et al. (2021) survey workers
about such non-disclosure policies in 2010 and 2017, respectively. Among states that enact
ROWTT legislation between 2010 and 2017, the share of workers subject to non-disclosure
mandates falls 42%, twice the national rate.12 The decline of formal non-disclosure policies
is only one indicator of changes in the workplace day-to-day. Anecdotally, these legal protections led to the prolific use of Google spreadsheets where employees enter their own salaries
for coworkers to see. The Philadelphia Inquirer identifies local instances of shared salary
spreadsheets among museum workers, lawyers, ad agencies, and journalists Reyes (2019).
We study the effect of ROWTT policies enacted between 2004 and 2016, at which time
two similar federal transparency policies are enacted.13 Our identifying assumption is that
the precise timing of ROWTT enactment during a sixteen-year period is uncorrelated with
wages and employment dynamics. We empirically verify this assumption of parallel trends
by examining how wages, employment and additional labor outcomes evolve in each state
leading up to the enactment of ROWTT.
We use data from the American Community Survey (ACS) to track wages and employment. Between 2000 and 2016, the ACS surveyed over 4 million individuals living in states
that enact ROWTT laws. These surveys result in a repeated cross-section that contains
information on employment, sector, occupation, industry, U.S. state of work, demographic
characteristics and wages earned up to $250,000. We focus on private-sector workers and
merge in unionization rates at the occupation level from the Current Population Survey.
Corroborating our main theoretical finding, wages fall as pay transparency rises. In
the year following the enactment of the ROWTT, wages fall by 2.2% and are statistically
different from 0, reaching 2.6% by the third year after the policy. Our analysis is robust to
many alternative specifications, including allowing for heterogeneous treatment effects across
cohorts; the interaction-weighted estimator proposed by Sun and Abraham (2020) yields a
precisely estimated wage decline of 2.8% three years following the enactment of ROWTT.
Our theory posits that wage declines may come from two sources related to reduced
worker bargaining power: a reduction of the wages of workers and, under some circumstances,
reduced employment of high outside option workers. Private sector employment levels in the
ACS are stable following the enactment of ROWTT: confidence intervals each year include
12

The share of employees forbidden from discussing salaries falls from 16.2% of surveyed employees to
9.4% of surveyed employees. We would not expect rates to drop to zero even after the passage of ROWTT for
several reasons; first, employees responding to the survey may not be aware of recent changes their employer
made; secondly, employers may not have responded to the law either due to ignorance or as part of a long
tradition of using gag laws to intimidate employees. Rates of non-disclosure policies decline in states that
have not enacted an ROWTT by 2017 fall 22.5% from 20% to 15.5% over this time span, which also includes
the 2016 federal mandate extending ROWTT to all federal contractors.
13
Because of this concurrent policy timing, we follow Donohue III and Heckman (1991) and use neither
event data nor outcome data after 2016.
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zero change in employment and exclude changes greater than 0.4%. The counterfactual effect
on wages holding fixed the composition of employees in each education-by-gender cell yields
nearly equivalent results. We further conduct a decomposition exercise to liberally bound
the effect of job composition changes on wage declines; we estimate less than half of the
reduction in wages could stem from composition changes.
To investigate the interaction of individual bargaining power and ROWTT policies, we
analyze the effect of unionization on wage declines. Our model predicts that wage declines
are largest when workers have high individual bargaining power, and are muted when workers
bargain collectively. To measure individual worker bargaining power, we order occupations
by the share of the workforce that is covered by a union. We re-estimate our event-study
analysis allowing for independent dynamic effects in occupations with above- and belowmedian unionization rates.14 We find that occupations with below-median unionization
share incur a 3.2% drop in wages following the enactment of an ROWTT by the third year
after the policy while occupations with above-median unionization share experience a 1.5%
decline in wages over the same period. The 1.6% difference in effect is statistically significant
at conventional levels. Indeed, the effect progressively grows larger moving from the upper
quartile of occupations by unionization rate to the lowest quartile.
We caution that our estimation of heterogeneous treatment effects by unionization rates
may not imply a causal relationship; there likely exist differences between these groups that
we cannot control for using ACS worker and occupation characteristics.15 However, as we
detail below, these estimates fall in line with similar figures across labor markets in five
countries.
To test our theoretical predictions in other settings, we extend our framework to additional forms of pay transparency policies. Our baseline analysis primarily focuses on wordof-mouth transmission of wage information, however, our bargaining framework applies to
other policy measures that reveal signals about the salaries of coworkers, including the publication of salary ranges or average wages in a position. Theoretically, we show that both
of these policies shift equilibrium de facto bargaining power away from workers in the same
way as increased frequency of word-of-mouth transparency. This allows us to extend our
main results to a broader class of policies.
14

The median rate of unionization across occupation in the private sector is 7%; with a five-fold difference
between unionization rates below and above the median, or a 12 percentage point gap in means between
groups.
15
Some of these differences are indeed a part of our theoretical framework and are the very reason we
predict effects of transparency to be more muted among unionized workers. Specifically, our theory predicts
that, as a result of lower individual bargaining power under collective agreements, employees are less able
to exploit their different outside options through individual negotiations - hence, we expect wage variation
to be greatly reduced in unionized workplaces prior to ROWTT and is partly why transparency will have a
muted effect.
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Our framework reconciles heterogeneous impacts of pay transparency policies documented by researchers independently studying different labor markets and geographies. A
comprehensive review of studies that evaluate the effect of pay transparency on wages of
all workers yields nine studies in eight papers, spanning five countries (Baker et al., 2019;
Bennedsen et al., 2020; Blundell, 2021; Böheim and Gust, 2021; Duchini et al., 2020; Gulyas
et al., 2020; Mas, 2017; Obloj and Zenger, 2020). These papers are focused on wage compression, but as a secondary outcome, some studies report a significant decrease in wages
(Baker et al., 2019; Bennedsen et al., 2020; Blundell, 2021; Duchini et al., 2020; Obloj and
Zenger, 2020), while others find a tight null effect on wages (Baker et al., 2019; Böheim and
Gust, 2021; Gulyas et al., 2020). We contextualize these findings by proxying the degree
of individual bargaining power workers have in each study based on the share of workers
covered by a union or collective bargaining agreements. We find that in markets with high
individual bargaining power (low unionization rates), pay transparency mandates serve to
lower average wages. In markets with low individual bargaining power (high unionization
rates), pay transparency mandates have little to no effect on wages of either men or women.
We conduct a mixed-effects meta-regression analysis and find that a 10 percentage point
decrease in share of labor market unionization is associated with a 0.17 percentage point
larger decrease in wages. The differential effects persist for at least four years.
One alternative framework for evaluating pay transparency centers on the psychic costs of
discovering that one earns less than her peers (Bracha et al., 2015; Breza et al., 2018; Card
et al., 2012; Cohn et al., 2014; Cullen and Perez-Truglia, 2019; Dube et al., 2019; PerezTruglia, 2020). These papers generally find that upon learning peers receive higher wages,
workers lower effort and intend to leave the firm if wages are not adjusted, as suggested in
Akerlof and Yellen (1990). These findings are not at odds with our bargaining model; indeed,
the presence of a morale cost upon learning a higher-paid peer’s wage may microfound a
worker’s ability to renegotiate her wage– there is a credible threat to the firm’s profit if it does
not raise wages. Even if workers could not instigate renegotiations, a profit-maximizing firm
would unilaterally raise wages to avoid this morale cost (Eliaz and Spiegler, 2013), leading
to a similar equilibrium effect. In principal, an employer could be constrained or naive,
hence allowing for declining morale to translate into lower productivity that subsequently
results in lower wages. Empirically there is limited evidence of productivity declines when
employers have time to adjust wages (Bennedsen et al. (2020); Cullen and Pakzad-Hurson
(2021); Duchini et al. (2020)).
Our finding that pay transparency lowers worker bargaining power raises the question
of why we do not observe more firms voluntarily selecting high levels of transparency. Indeed, well-cited studies find that the majority of firms attempt to limit pay transparency
(Hegewisch et al., 2011; McCarthy, 2018). This finding is consistent with our model predic7

tions due to challenges in committing to a particular level of pay transparency. Consider a
firm that promises a worker to post all wages on a company message board, to be updated
whenever wages adjust, in order to reach a favorable initial wage agreement. After the negotiation, the firm would have a profitable deviation to simply neglect updating the message
board, or worse, systematically under-report wages. In equilibrium, our model predicts that
when the firm cannot contract on the level of transparency, it will select full secrecy regardless
of the profit-maximizing exogenous level of transparency.16 This points to an important role
for transparency legislation, and in particular, policies that promote credible information,
such as protections for co-workers to circulate salary information.17
When considering who will advocate for pay transparency, it is important to keep in
mind that not all firms are predicted to benefit from transparency. Increasing transparency
raises firm profits in expectation, but is not beneficial for every firm type in our model,
nor is it harmful for every worker. A firm with a low value for labor can benefit from
transparency because under pay privacy, workers demand a larger premium over their outside
options (supply effect), and these demands exceed the value of this firm, leading to low
employment. Workers with low outside options stand to gain relatively more from an increase
in transparency because they benefit more than others from renegotiation, which can result
in higher wages for these workers.
The fact that low-outside option workers benefit relatively more from transparency leads
to within-firm wage compression. But this should not be mistaken for a statement about
overall wage inequality in an economy. Our model predicts that the magnitude of the wage
decline will depend on the difference between the expected value of labor drawn by the firm
and the expected outside option drawn by a worker – these relative values likely differ across
industries based on labor market tightness and the extent of competition between firms.
Moreover, our bargaining theory is fundamentally premised on the notion that workers are
comparable and learn about their value to the firm upon seeing coworkers wages. Our
predictions will change for specialized jobs: in settings where the firm’s value for a worker is
specific to the individual, either because the worker is highly specialized or essential to retain,
the bargaining effects from transparency do not apply.18 Therefore, transparency likely has
16

As we discuss in Section II.E, workers suffer a collective action problem and each worker will always
seek out wage information to the extent allowed by the firm.
17
Third-party websites such as Glassdoor and PayScale have also arisen to solve this commitment problem.
Similarly, online labor markets have the advantage of preserving a history of posted wages, hence providing
the commitment device. Some companies have independently developed tools to achieve credible salary
transparency. For example, Buffer posts a salary spreadsheet and a salary calculator on its website as a
function of observables so that employees can test that there own salary is correctly computed and are able
to verify the pay of others. Of course, technologies like this may also come with other costs, such as rigidity
in the wage formula. We extend our model to accommodate the possibility that a firm has access to such
technology.
18
Other channels such as social comparisons may become first-order in these cases, such as in the market
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the largest effect in industries when roles are standardized and workers are substitutable.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II lays out our model and
presents our main theoretical findings. Section III describes our event-study analysis of
US state ROWTT laws. Section IV presents a formal analysis of transparency policies
investigated in other studies, and demonstrates how wage effects are predicted in these
settings by the level of individual bargaining power. Section V concludes. Omitted proofs,
additional empirical results, and extensions are contained in the Appendix.
II. Model
II.A.

Setup

Time is continuous, and is indexed by t ∈ R+ . There is a single firm in the economy, and a
iid
unit measure of workers I. Each worker i ∈ I has a private outside option θi ∼ G[0, 1], which
is the flow payment i receives when unemployed.19 The firm has a constant-returns-to-scale
production function. We assume for now that productivity of labor is common across all
workers: v ∼ F [0, 1], and is known only to the firm. (We discuss the case in which workers are
heterogeneously productive in Section II.D.) All agents exponentially discount the future at
rate δ, are risk neutral, and seek to maximize discounted expected flow payments. We assume
that F and G are twice continuously differentiable with densities f and g, respectively. We
also assume agents have strictly increasing virtual reservation values, i.e. θ + G(θ)
is strictly
g(θ)

(v)
increasing in θ and v − 1−F
is strictly increasing in v.
f (v)
Before any workers arrive, the firm selects a maximum wage it is willing to pay w̄(v) ∈
[0, 1]. w̄ is not immediately observed by workers. An initial round of bargaining takes place
at t = 0. Each worker i makes offer wi,0 (θi ) ∈ [0, 1]. As in a double auction (Chatterjee
and Samuelson, 1983), i is employed if and only if wi,0 ≤ w̄ and she receives a flow wage of
(1 − k)wi,0 + k w̄. k ∈ [0, 1] is the known bargaining weight of the firm. If wi,0 > w̄, then i is
permanently unmatched from the firm, and she receives flow payments equal to her outside
option θi .
We model transparency as the random arrival of information about current wages. At
time t ≥ 0 each matched worker observes the set of wages the firm pays to employed workers,
Wt , according to an independent Poisson arrival process with (commonly known) rate λ ∈
[0, ∞) ∪ {∞}, where we take λ = ∞ to mean that the process arrives at every time t ≥ 0.

for high-earning CEO and executive pay (Faulkender and Yang, 2013; Mas, 2016; Schmidt, 2012a).
19
There is a known measurability issue with the assumption of a continuum of i.i.d. random variables
(Judd, 1985). A solution is to assume that worker outside options are drawn ‘‘almost” i.i.d. in the sense
of Sun (2006). This solves the measureability issue and has the intuitive and intended property that the
distribution of realized outside options is given by the same function G(·).
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For convenience, we assume that W0 = {w̄}.20 Therefore, higher λ corresponds to more
transparency.
When wage information arrives to worker i at time t, i and the firm renegotiate i’s wage
using the same bargaining protocol: i submits a new offer wi,t and she remains employed and
0
receives a flow wage of (1−k)wi,t +k w̄ for all t ≥ t if and only if wi,t ≤ w̄. The interpretation
is that observing the exact wages of coworkers allows a worker to force the firm back to the
bargaining table, perhaps due to the (unmodeled) threat of legal action that is only credible
if the worker can provide direct proof that a peer is being paid more.
The timing of the stage game is as follows for every worker i who has not yet been permanently unmatched from the firm: First, at each time t ≥ 0 worker i learns Wt independently
with arrival rate λ. Second, if either t = 0 or t > 0 and worker i observes Wt , then i bargains
with the firm according to the protocol laid out above.
Of particular interest are the cases in which k ∈ {0, 1}. k = 0 represents the case
where workers make take-it-or-leave-it (TIOLI) offers in any wage negotiations. As a result,
the transparency arrival process is particularly informative, since workers are not able to
immediately deduce w̄ from the results of the initial negotiation. When k = 1, the firm
makes a TIOLI offer w̄ in any negotiation. As w̄ is time invariant, all employed workers
receive wage w̄ at each time t, and wages are never raised through renegotiation.
In Appendix G.1 we expand our model to allow workers to search for work across multiple
firms, and show that many results are robust to this extension. We also consider extensions
in which: the firm can accept or reject offers individually instead of picking a single w̄, the
firm can reject worker renegotiation offers at cost but without permanently unmatching,
and the firm negotiates with workers under different bargaining protocols. Our main results
extend to these settings, and further details are available upon request.
II.B.

Equilibrium

We investigate pure strategy perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE) of the game. Throughout,
we write wi∗ to represent worker i’s equilibrium wage offer at t = 0 assuming that she has
not observed W0 . We restrict our attention to equilibria satisfying the following conditions:
A1 0 ≤ w̄ ≤ v for all v. If v ≤ wi∗ for every worker i according to equilibrium strategies
then w̄ = v.
20

Without this assumption, all workers under full transparency (and a measure zero set of workers for
any λ > 0) face an openness issue of wanting to renegotiate wages at the earliest time t > 0. It is possible
to deal with this issue as in Simon and Stinchcombe (1989): suppose workers can only renegotiate every N1
periods, N > 1. Define a worker’s payoff in continuous time as the limiting value as N → ∞. Using this
definition, even if a worker observes nothing at t = 0, her payoff under full transparency is equivalent to the
case in which she receives a wage of w̄ for all t ≥ 0. For ease of notation, we continue with the simplifying,
if unrealistic, assumption that W0 = {w̄}.
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A2 θi ≤ wi∗ ≤ 1 for all i. If there is no v such that θi ≤ w̄ according equilibrium strategies
then wi∗ = θi .
A3 For any λ, w̄ and wi∗ are strictly increasing and absolutely continuous functions of v and
θi , respectively.
A1 and A2 restrict actions of agents who never match in equilibrium, because either the
firm’s value for labor is too low or the worker’s outside option is too high. These assumptions
rule out pathological equilibria in which, for example, w̄ = 0 for all v and all workers choose
wi∗ = 1.
A3 assists in tractability. It also removes equilibria in which workers and the firm pool
on a predetermined wage from consideration.21
As we will show, A1-3 only play a role in our analysis for partial transparency levels
λ ∈ (0, ∞), or if λ = 0 and k > 0. If one is only interested in considering the impact of
policies that implement full transparency, these assumptions are not necessary (with the
exception of the transparency’s effect on employment, which we state in Theorem 3).
There always exists an equilibrium of the game satisfying A1-3. If k > 0, all employed
workers back out w̄ immediately following initial negotiations (as the initial wage is equal
to (1 − k)wi∗ + k w̄, where k and wi∗ are known) and will earn w̄ upon renegotiating. Even
if k = 0 and workers can not infer w̄ from the outcome of initial negotiations, workers still
receive w̄ upon renegotiating; due to the continuum of workers entering the market at each
time workers trace out the set [a, 1], a > 0 with their initial offers. Therefore, the highest
wage paid by the firm (assuming it hires a positive measure of workers, i.e. w̄ ≥ a) is w̄ for
all t ≥ 0.
Proposition 1. The set of equilibria is non-empty. In any equilibrium, each worker receives
w̄ upon renegotiating.
We sketch part of the argument for existence here, as it demonstrates an interesting
connection between the rate of transparency and amount of firm bargaining power k.
λ
Denote the effective level of transparency Λ = δ+λ
for all λ ∈ [0, ∞) and Λ ≡ 1 for
λ = ∞. We use Λ to represent transparency in much of the rest of the paper: a high rate
of information arrival λ will be unimportant to workers if the discount rate δ is sufficiently
higher than λ. λ = Λ = 0 corresponds to full privacy, while λ = ∞ and Λ = 1 correspond
to full transparency.

21

Leininger et al. (1989) suggest similarities between the set of continuous equilibria and a set of discontinuous equilibria in static double auctions, and so we do not believe this to be a conceptually limiting
constraint. We discuss the connection of our game to static double auctions below.
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An employed worker will receive wi∗ for the periods she is employed before learning the
wages of her peers, and w̄ thereafter. Letting F̄ (x) = P (w̄ ≤ x), and Ḡ(x) = P (wi∗ ≤ x), we
show in Appendix F that each worker i and the firm respectively solve
wi∗

ˆ1

= argmax
wi

((1 − Ω) wi + Ωx − θi ) f¯(x)dx

(1)

(v − (1 − Ω) y − Ωw) ḡ(y)dy

(2)

wi

w̄ = argmax

ˆw

w
0

where
Ω = (1 − Λ)k + Λ

(3)

Equations 1 and 2 lead to two conclusions. First, these are the same objective functions
as those in a static double auction between a single worker whose type is drawn according
to G, and a single firm whose type is drawn according to F, with a bargaining weight of Ω
on the firm’s offer. Therefore, the set of equilibria of this static double auction corresponds
to the set of equilibria of our game.
The first order conditions for workers and the firm are, respectively:
direct effect

z }| { 1 − F̄ (w∗ )
wi∗ − θi = (1 − Ω) · ¯ ∗ i
f (w )
| {zi }

(4)

indirect effect

direct effect

v − w̄ =

z}|{
Ω

·

Ḡ(w̄)
ḡ(w̄)
| {z }

(5)

indirect effect

The set of equilibria satisfying A1-3 is characterized by solutions of these first order conditions, and in particular, this set of equilibria is non-empty (Satterthwaite and Williams,
1989, Theorem 3.1).
Second, increasing the level of transparency Λ has a similar effect as increasing the firm’s
nominal bargaining power k: both increase Ω, the de facto bargaining power of the firm. We
0
0
see this from the fact that Ω = (1 − Λ)k + Λ. There are two pairs (Λ, k) and (Λ , k ) that
0
0
yield any Ω ∈ (0, 1), where Λ < Λ if and only if k > k .
Ω is submodular in Λ and k, implying that a fixed increase in transparency is more
impactful the smaller k, the nominal bargaining power of the firm. When Λ = 1, Ω = 1
implying that at full transparency, the nominal bargaining power k does not affect the
12

equilibrium outcome. Similarly, when the firm has all of the nominal bargaining power, i.e.
k = 1, the equilibrium outcome is constant in the level of transparency Λ. This matches our
earlier, intuitive descriptions: under full transparency, all workers learn w̄ immediately and
secure this wage if it is higher than their outside option, regardless of k. The firm therefore
‘‘posts” w̄ knowing that all employed workers will receive this wage. When k = 1 the firm
makes an initial TIOLI offer w̄ to each worker, and all workers with a lower outside option
will be employed by the firm at this wage. Wages are ‘‘transparent” to workers in that all
workers know the firm pays a common wage.
Proposition 2. The function Ω : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] which maps Λ and k into the firm’s de
facto bargaining power is increasing in both arguments, submodular, and surjective.
Relaxing Bargaining Assumptions
Collective bargaining
We have assumed that workers have individual bargaining power, but in many labor
markets, wages are set through collective bargaining. We augment our model to allow for a
union to negotiate wages, and workers choose to work at the negotiated wage or to consume
their outside options. In this case, workers have no individual bargaining power. As a result,
we show transparency will not affect the equilibrium outcome.
Consider our base model, but instead suppose that w̄ is a prevailing wage negotiated
by a union and the firm. We model the bargaining process to arrive at w̄ as follows: prior
to the hiring of individual workers at t = 0 a positive-measure set of workers I 0 ⊂ I is
exogenously selected to constitute union representatives. The union seeks to maximize the
average surplus of union representatives; therefore, the union can represent the interests of
a diverse set of workers if I 0 contains workers with a wide range of outside options θi .
The union and the firm negotiate w̄ prior to the hiring of workers using the same doubleauction protocol we have studied; the firm offers w̄0 and the union offers w0 . w̄ = (1 −
K)w0 + K w̄0 for K ∈ [0, 1) if and only if w0 ≤ w̄0 . All union representatives i ∈ I 0 work
at flow wage w̄ if an agreement is reached (w0 ≤ w̄0 ). Note that when K = 0, our protocol
reflects Leontief’s standard ‘‘monopoly union” model, and when K > 0, our protocol is more
akin to the standard efficient bargaining model (McDonald and Solow, 1981).
Without observing w̄, individual workers i ∈ I \ I 0 bargain as before, with k = 1. That
is, each worker i who makes a wage offer wi,t at time t is employed if and only if wi,t ≤ w̄.
If she is employed, she receives a flow wage of (1 − k)wi,t + k w̄ = w̄. All workers must make
an initial wage offer wi,0 . We refer to this as the union bargaining model.
Similarly to in our base model with k = 1, all workers i ∈ I \ I 0 have a weakly dominant
strategy to set wi,0 = θi , implying that all such workers i with θi ≤ w̄ are hired and receive
13

flow wage w̄. As workers lack individual bargaining power (i.e. k = 1) there is no scope for
renegotiation. The following result follows from this observation:
Remark 1. For any I 0 ⊂ I and any K ∈ [0, 1), the set of equilibrium outcomes of the union
bargaining model is constant in λ.
At-will renegotiation
Our base model also assumes that workers cannot rebargain until pay information arrives.
If workers can rebargain at will, any k > 0 will have the same equilibrium outcome as Ω = 1
since all employed workers back out w̄ at t = 0 and immediately renegotiate by offering this
amount (sidestepping the technical issue as in Footnote 20). When k = 0, workers do not
learn w̄ until the arrival of pay information. Interestingly, we show that even when k = 0,
no employed worker will ever renegotiate her wage in equilibrium until the first moment
information arrives. The key step in proving this result is showing that a worker does not
learn exploitable information about w̄ if her initial offer is accepted. Any worker strategy
that says ‘‘offer w when initially hired at time 0 and offer w0 > w at time t > 0 if I have not
learned the wages of my coworkers’’ is not optimal, because if offering w0 at time t improves
the expected utility of the worker, she would be even better off offering w0 at time 0.22 We
formalize and prove the following result in the appendix.
Proposition 3. Suppose each worker can elect to initiate wage renegotiations at any time
t that she is employed at the firm, potentially renegotiating infinitely often. If k = 0 then no
worker will ever renegotiate her wage in equilibrium until observing the wages of others, at
which point she will offer and receive w̄.
II.C. Main Results
The equilibrium bargaining strategies of workers and the firm are interdependent for any
Ω ∈ (0, 1). Workers decide how aggressively to make initial offers depending on how the firm
sets w̄, while the firm sets w̄ as a function of how aggressively the workers make initial offers.
While there exists a unique equilibrium when Ω ∈ {0, 1}, Satterthwaite and Williams (1989)
show that there exists a continuum of equilibria satisfying Equations 4 and 5 for Ω ∈ (0, 1).
This set lacks natural ordering, limiting the possibility for general claims about the entire
set of equilibria. However, experimental evidence in Radner and Schotter (1989) suggests
that equilibria in which wi∗ and w̄ are linear functions of θi and v, are focal and most likely
to be played in practice. We similarly observe linear worker wage offers in an experimental
setting (Cullen and Pakzad-Hurson, 2021).
22

This reasoning is shared in Lazear (1986) and Tirole (2016).
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To focus our attention on linear equilibria, we restrict attention to a two-parameter
family of power law distributions of worker outside options and firm values. We show that
this family–given in Equation 6–admits a unique linear equilibrium for any Ω ∈ [0, 1].23 In
this section we study the properties of the linear equilibrium, and analyze the effects of
increasing transparency.
F (v) = 1 − (1 − v)r , r > 0
G(θ) = θs ,
s>0

(6)

As r increases, v is on average lower and as s increases, θ is on average higher. Therefore,
increasing r or s reduces the average surplus from employment. We define a linear equilibrium
below and show that distributions of this type admit a unique linear equilibrium. This result
extends work by Chatterjee and Samuelson (1983) who show existence of a linear equilibrium
when F and G are uniform, corresponding to the case in which r = s = 1. We note again
that these distributional restrictions are unnecessary for our analysis if one is only interested
in comparing Ω = 0 to Ω = 1 (i.e. full secrecy with k = 0 to full transparency).
Definition 1. A linear equilibrium is a pure strategy perfect Bayesian equilibrium satisfying
A1-3, where w̄ is a linear function of v whenever a positive measure of workers offers wi∗ ≤ v,
and where wi∗ is a linear function of θi whenever there is positive probability that θi ≤ w̄.
Proposition 4. For any pair of distributions within the family described in Equation 6
there exists a unique linear equilibrium.
In what follows, we assume that k < 1, because as we discussed in the previous section,
transparency has no impact on the bargaining process when k = 1 (i.e. Ω = 1 for all Λ).
Supply and Demand effects Workers initially offer premia over their outside options,
wi∗ − θi ≥ 0. Similarly, the firm sets a markdown below its value for labor, v − w̄ ≥ 0. We
show that both w̄ and wi∗ are decreasing in Λ; with increased transparency the firm reduces
the highest wage offer it accepts to avoid information spillovers across workers (which we call
the demand effect), and workers make more conservative initial offers as they anticipate
quickly, and risklessly renegotiating and receiving w̄ (which we call the supply effect).
Proposition 5. Consider the unique linear equilibrium given the family of distributions
in Equation 6. w̄(v) and wi∗ (θi ) are weakly decreasing functions of Ω for all v and θi . As
Ω → 0, w̄ → v for all v. As Ω → 1, wi∗ → θi for all θi .
23

The approach of making parametric assumptions to ensure linear equilibrium is common. One recent
example on CEO pay is Edmans et al. (2012). Power law distributions are commonly observed in economic
situations such as ours, including worker income and firm productivities. See Gabaix (2009, 2016) for details.
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Pay Inequality Initial wages are more dispersed with higher transparency. Over time,
wages are equalized as workers renegotiate to a common, higher wage. Ultimately expected
earnings are more equal under transparency.
Fix k < 1. We compare the earnings of workers i and j who are hired in equilibrium
0
00
under both of two transparency levels, Λ < Λ , so we do not confound employment effects
of increasing transparency.24 For any two workers i and j with θi > θj who are hired under
0
00
both Λ and Λ , there are two effects. First, the supply effect incentivizes workers to reduce
initial wage offers. We find that in equilibrium, since j has a lower outside option than i,
j reduces her initial offer more than i. Second, higher transparency decreases the expected
time it takes before both workers renegotiate to w̄, reducing dispersion of their earnings as
w̄ − wj∗ > w̄ − wi∗ . The first effect increases the initial wage gap between i and j, however,
the latter effect dominates in the long run, leading to more equalized expected earnings,
regardless of δ.
Theorem 1. Consider the unique linear equilibrium given the family of distributions in
00
0
Equation 6. Let θi > θj , and 1 > Ω > Ω . For almost all workers i and j hired in
0
00
equilibrium under both Ω and Ω :
1. The difference in initial offers wi∗ − wj∗ is strictly higher under Ω than Ω , and
00

0

2. Let T (Ω, v, θk ) be the equilibrium expected discounted total earnings of a worker k
with outside option θk under transparency level Ω and firm value v conditional on k
00
00
0
0
being employed at the firm. Then T (Ω , v, Ωi )−T (Ω , v, θj ) < T (Ω , v, θi )−T (Ω , v, θj )
00
00
00
and T (Ω , v, θi ) − T (Ω , v, θj ) → 0 as Ω → 1.
Note that the first point in the above theorem does not apply to full transparency (and
similarly when k = 1); there is a discontinuity because all workers make their initial wage
offers after seeing the wages of their coworkers. Therefore T (1, v, θi ) − T (1, v, θj ) = 0, so
there is never wage dispersion among employed workers.
Division of Surplus Increasing pay transparency increases the expected profits of the
firm, decreases average worker surplus, and lowers average discounted wages. The demand
24

The restriction that workers be hired under both transparency levels is necessary, as we show in Theorem
3, because increasing transparency can increase the hiring rate. A previously unemployed, high outside option
worker may find employment only when transparency is increased. To make this point concrete, take some
0
00
0
small  > 0 and consider increasing transparency from Λ to Λ = Λ + , such that more workers are
00
employed in equilibrium under Λ . In Appendix F we show that wi∗ and w̄ are continuous in Λ and so the
expected earnings of any worker j hired under both transparency regimes is barely affected by an  increase
0
in transparency. However, a worker i who over-negotiates at level Λ receives her outside option θi for her
00
entire duration in the market, while if she manages to find employment at the firm under Λ her average total
earnings will be greater than, and bounded away from, θi (as she always asks for a premium wi∗ − θi > 0).
But note that θi > θj , so the total earnings of i and j are not equalized by increased transparency.
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effect causes the firm to limit its demand, similar to the pricing strategy of a monopsonist.
Due to the information spillover caused by transparency, the firm can commit to reducing
w̄ as Ω increases. This restricts the extensive margin of labor (the proportion of workers
it hires) and increases the intensive margin (profit per worker hired). Simultaneously, the
supply effect reduces worker initial offers, which similarly benefits the firm.
Although raising transparency increases the rate at which workers receive wage w̄, it
lowers both wi∗ and w̄ in equilibrium. The overall effect is to shift de facto bargaining power
to the firm, benefiting the firm at the expense of workers. For clear intuition, consider the
extreme cases of full privacy (Λ = 0, k = 0) and full transparency (Λ = 1). In the former,
each worker makes a once-and-for-all offer to the firm as no worker ever renegotiates. Under
full transparency, there are perfect information spillovers, and each worker learns the wages
of others within the firm at the instant she is hired, before initial negotiations. Therefore,
every employed worker will demand and receive exactly w̄ for each period of her employment.
This is equivalent to the firm making a once-and-for-all offer to workers. The main result of
Williams (1987) implies that each party prefers to be the one making the once-and-for-all
offer to the other.
Theorem 2. Consider the unique linear equilibrium given the family of distributions in
Equation 6. The expected equilibrium profit of the firm is strictly increasing in Ω. In
expectation, the average equilibrium surplus of workers and average wages conditional on
employment are strictly decreasing in Ω.
This theorem takes expectations over firm and worker types. In particular, it does not
imply that a move from full privacy to partial transparency improves profits for all firm
types or decrease expected surplus for all worker types. Example 1 in the Appendix shows
that a move from full transparency to partial transparency benefits high-value firm types,
and a move from full privacy to partial transparency benefits low outside option workers.
Hiring Rate Increasing transparency has competing effects on the hiring rate. Let w̄Ω
∗
denote the maximum wage the firm pays and wi,Ω
the initial offer of worker i for given
0
00
de facto firm bargaining power Ω. When transparency increases, increasing Ω to Ω , the
demand effect lowers the hiring rate. w̄Ω00 ≤ w̄Ω0 meaning that there are fewer workers
with θi ≤ w̄Ω00 who are eligible for employment. The supply effect increases the hiring rate.
∗
∗
∗
wi,Ω
for all i so fewer workers over-negotiate by initially offering wi,Ω
00 ≤ w
00 > w̄Ω0 . The
i,Ω0
primary cause of unemployment when Ω is low is that workers act too much like monopolists
in initial negotiations, and when Ω is high is that the firm acts too much like a monopsonist.
We show that a more even split of the de facto bargaining power is employment maximizing.
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Theorem 3. Consider the unique linear equilibrium given the family of distributions in
Equation 6. The expected proportion of workers hired in equilibrium is concave in Ω and is
1−E(θ)
maximized at Ω∗ = 1+E(v)−E(θ)
. Moreover, the ex-post hiring rate is submodular in v and Ω
for the set of firm types that hire a positive measure of workers.
An interior level of Ω maximizes the expected hiring rate. Due to the concavity of the
expected hiring rate in Ω, any increase in transparency will decrease expected hiring if the
firm has sufficient nominal bargaining power, i.e. when k ≥ Ω∗ . On the other hand, when
k < Ω∗ , then (sufficiently small) increases in transparency will increase expected hiring. In
general, either full privacy or full transparency is employment minimizing.
Ω∗ is decreasing in both E(v) and E(θ).25 As E(v) converges to 0 full transparency becomes
close to employment maximizing, and as E(θ) converges to 1 full privacy becomes close to
employment maximizing. For intuition, we return to Proposition 5. As E(v) decreases, the
firm’s markdown v−w̄ is likely to be small regardless of Ω. Therefore, increasing transparency
does not greatly reduce the number of workers with θi < w̄. But by increasing transparency,
workers will shade down their initial offers wi∗ , reducing the number of workers who overnegotiate. Similarly, as E(θ) increases, most workers offer small premia wi∗ − θi regardless
of Ω. Increasing transparency has little effect on these premia, but instead discourages the
firm from setting a large markdown.
An increase in transparency increases hiring only for sufficiently low value firm types.
Consider an increase in transparency leading to an increase in Ω0 to Ω00 > Ω0 . The submodularity of the ex-post hiring rate in v and Ω means that the firm hires more workers
under Ω00 than Ω if and only if v is below a particular threshold. It also implies that the
value of Ω that maximizes the ex-post hiring rate is weakly decreasing in v (Topkis, 1998).
These comparative statics on ex-post hiring also hold for ex-post social surplus. In fact, the
ex-post maximizer of the hiring rate also maximizes ex-post social surplus. Because each
employed worker earns a wage weakly greater than her outside option, in equilibrium each
employed worker increases social surplus by v −θi > 0, implying that social surplus is strictly
increasing in the hiring rate. Therefore, Ω00 increases ex-post social surplus if and only if v
is below some threshold.
II.D. Other Transparency Processes
Other pay transparency policies may not directly promote word-of-mouth communication
of individual wages. Instead, these policies could reveal average wages, average wage gaps
across groups, or salary ranges.

25

The expected match surplus is E(v) − E(θ), so Ω∗ =
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1−expected
1+expected

outside option
.
match surplus

We show that such policies have similar equilibrium effects as increasing word-of-mouth
transparency, as studied in our base model. The central insight is that all of these policies,
including word-of-mouth information sharing, are equilibrium objects that reveal information
about the firm’s willingness to pay for a position. As we show below, the policies we study
increase workers’ information about the maximum wage they can receive, which in turn
affects (re)negotiations, triggering the supply and demand effects.
Average Salary and Gender Pay Gap Disclosure
We make the following changes to our model: first, suppose the information arrival
process does not reveal individual wages, but rather reveals average wages. Second, suppose
that information reaches all workers at the same t ≥ 0. As before, let λ be the arrival rate of
wage information. This process reflects the passage of a policy requiring the firm to disclose
its average wage to the workforce.
By A3, both w̄ and wi∗ are strictly increasing in v and θi , respectively. As wi∗ is independent of w̄, there is a one-to-one relationship between average wage (prior to information
arrival) and w̄. Therefore, upon observing the average wage, workers learn w̄ in equilibrium.
Workers similarly learn w̄ in equilibrium if the arrival process reveals the wage gap across
groups. Suppose there are two types of workers, m (male) and f (female), and each worker
i belongs to exactly one type. Let G` represent the distribution of outside options for type
` ∈ {m, f }, and let G(x) := qGm (x) + (1 − q)Gf (x) for all x ∈ [0, 1], where q ∈ [0, 1] is
the proportion of men in the market. If Gm dominates Gf in the likelihood ratio order,
(x)
that is ggmf (x)
is strictly increasing in x, then as w̄ increases, the average wage of m types
increases by more than the average wage of f types. Therefore, there is again a one-toone relationship between the size of the wage gap and w̄, implying that workers learn w̄ in
equilibrium following the arrival of the information process.
The following result summarizes both of these results.
Proposition 6. Suppose the information process arrives to all workers simultaneously, with
rate λ.
1. For any λ ≥ 0, if the arrival process reveals the average wages of all workers, then the set of
equilibrium outcomes satisfying A1-A3 is identical to that in our base game.
2. For any λ ≥ 0, if the arrival process reveals the gap between the average wages of m types
and f types, then the set of equilibrium outcomes satisfying A1-A3 is identical to that in
our base game if Gm dominates Gf in the likelihood ratio order.
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Heterogeneous Worker Qualities
Until now we have assumed that all workers are equally productive. Here we discuss our
findings in contexts where there may be significant heterogeneity in worker productivities.
Information arrival about wages reveals the range of salaries offered to all workers. Therefore,
we refer to transparency in this context as salary range revelation.
As a useful benchmark, suppose each worker i ∈ I has a publicly observable type τ ∈ T
where T is some countable set, each containing a positive measure of workers. Let vτ ∼
Fτ [0, 1] be the productivity of type τ workers, which is known only to the firm. Each worker
iid
i of type τ also has a private outside option θi ∼ Gτ [0, 1], which is the flow payment i receives
when not matched to the firm. As before, Fτ and Gτ are twice continuously differentiable
distributions with full support over [0, 1] for all τ ∈ T . Our base model is a special case in
which |T | = 1, that is, all workers are equally productive with productivity v ∼ F [0, 1] and
outside option distribution G.
∗
, and then an additional
As before, each worker i of type τ makes an initial wage offer wi,τ
wage offer after observing the wages of peers. The firm picks a maximum wage w̄τ (vτ ) for
each type τ .
If all workers’ types τ are known, and the information process additionally reveals whether
vτ ≤ vτ 0 or vτ ≥ vτ 0 for any τ and τ 0 then the results of our paper go through within type.
That is, each τ forms a different market. On equilibrium path, the firm picks the maximum
wage for type τ workers w̄τ (vτ ) as in the base model given distributions Fτ and Gτ , and each
∗
as in the base model given distributions Fτ and
worker i of type τ picks an initial offer wi,τ
Gτ . Upon observing the salary range, each worker θ identifies the maximum wage associated
with her productivity type, and offers that amount to the firm.
We therefore focus on the more interesting case in which workers are differentially productive, but do not know their own productivity type. Suppose there are two types of
workers, with productivities v and V , respectively. v and V are drawn independently from
the same distribution F . Each worker is equally likely to have productivity type v or V . The
firm knows each worker’s productivity type, but no worker observes her own productivity.
To highlight mechanisms at play, we study the extreme case in which outside options are
distributed independently of productivity so that workers do not receive a signal of their
relative productivities.
Under full privacy (λ = 0), the equilibrium outcome mirrors that of the base model.
Therefore, firm profits, the expected hiring rate, and wage dispersion are the same as before.
For tractability, we consider only the effects of full transparency (λ = ∞). At t = 0, each
worker will observe the maximum wage the firm is willing to pay each type of worker, which
we denote by W̄v and W̄V , respectively in the setting of unknown worker types. Without loss
of generality, we assume that v < V so that W̄v ≤ W̄V . We note that if k > 0, this model
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is again not meaningfully different than before. All workers i will initially offer wi∗ = W̄v .
Based on this, each i will perfectly learn her productivity type: if her initial wage is equal
to W̄v , she knows she knows she has productivity type v and will not renegotiate, however,
if her initial wage is greater than W̄v then she knows she has productivity type V and will
(almost, see Footnote 20) immediately renegotiate to wage W̄V .
Therefore, suppose k = 0. If W̄V < θi , then worker i will remain unemployed. Otherwise,
she will offer W̄v (and be employed with probability 1) if W̄v > 21 W̄V + 12 θi and she will offer
W̄V if W̄v ≤ 12 W̄V + 12 θi .
When a worker demands W̄V the firm will reject her offer with probability 21 , which clearly
reduces the hiring rate and firm profits compared to the baseline model where there is no
uncertainty about worker productivity. On the other hand, low outside option, productivity
V workers will offer W̄v , meaning that the firm is able to hire some high productivity workers
at low wages, increasing profits. We show that, because of this latter effect, the firm sets W̄v
higher than it would have for the same v with known worker productivities.
Proposition 7. In equilibrium under full transparency, W̄V = w̄(V ) and W̄v > w̄(v), where
w̄(·) is the maximum wage the firm sets in the baseline model where productivity differences
are observable.
In this setting, transparency leads to wage compression as opposed to complete wage
equalization. All employed, low-productivity workers earn W̄v as the firm rejects all such
workers who demand more. Employed, high-productivity workers earn either W̄v or W̄V .
Since W̄v > w̄(v), and W̄V = w̄(V ), the gap in pay between low- and high-productivity
workers is smaller than in the base model. Interestingly, we show that the firm may set
W̄v > v when v is sufficiently small, incurring a loss on low-productivity workers!
Because W̄v > w̄(v), more low-productivity workers are hired than if productivity differences were observable. This completely offsets the reduction in the hiring rate caused by
high outside option, low type workers requesting W̄V . The fact that the firm is able to secure
low outside option, high productivity workers at wage W̄v also offsets the profit loss caused
by missing out on certain low quality workers.
Proposition 8. For any values v and V , firm profit and the hiring rate are the same as in
the baseline model with observable productivity differences.
II.E.

Endogenous transparency and the need for legislation

The model thus far has assumed transparency is exogenously set at a common level for
all firm types. In reality, a firm may have the ability to select its own level of transparency.
In this section, we discuss the equilibrium outcome of a game in which the firm selects the
level of transparency after observing its value v.
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Formally, the endogenous transparency game proceeds as follows. Prior to workers arriving at t = 0, the firm observes v and simultaneously selects its maximum wage w̄ ∈ [0, 1]
and its level of transparency λ ∈ [λ, ∞). λ ∈ [0, ∞) is the minimum allowable level of transparency by law, and is common knowledge across the firm and all workers. We do not allow
the firm to pick λ = ∞. We later relax this assumption and allow the firm to have access to
a technology to set λ = ∞ with some probability p > 0.
Workers do not observe the selected level of λ, and the game continues as in our base
model. The unobservability of the choice of λ to workers reflects that the firm is unable to
contract with workers on the level of transparency. For example, a firm cannot promise that
it will not discourage worker-to-worker communication about wages in the future, or that it
will regularly inform workers of salary information that leads to costly renegotiations.
Proposition 9. Let k < 1. λ = λ in any equilibrium of the endogenous transparency game,
regardless of the value of the firm.
Despite the fact that an exogenously set, high level of transparency maximizes the profit
of some firm types (see Example 1 in the Appendix), no firm type will pick a level of
transparency that is higher than the minimum level allowed by law, λ. The main intuition
is that the unobservability of the selected level of transparency removes commitment power
a firm obtains from higher transparency in our base model. In any candidate equilibrium
in which the firm selects (λ, w̄) where λ ∈ (λ, ∞), the firm has a profitable deviation to
(λ, w̄)–in both cases, a zero measure of workers observes w̄ at t = 0, and therefore, all others
will make the same initial offers. The firm will therefore employ the same set of workers
at the same initial wages. However, by selecting λ, the firm defers costly renegotiations to
farther into the future, on average.
This result therefore implies that a law increasing the minimum-allowable transparency
from λ to λ0 will have the same effect as increasing the exogenous level of transparency from
λ to λ0 .
Our results change in a continuous manner if the firm has, with probability p and independently of its value v, the technology to set λ = ∞. One real-world example is Buffer,
a company that has built a salary-formula app into its website, that allows employees to
‘‘test” their own salaries and discover those of others as a function of observables.26 Workers
do not directly observe whether a firm has access to this technology. Our result changes, in
that each firm will select λ ∈ {λ, ∞} in equilibrium, with a subset of firm types with access
to the technology selecting λ = ∞. Only a firm that selects λ = ∞ can reveal to workers
both its choice of transparency and w̄, as all workers observe w̄ at t = 0. Therefore, firm
26

This particular technology also commits the firm to a rigid wage structure, and may therefore come
with other costs, which we do not model.
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types that maximize profit under a sufficiently high level of exogenous transparency in our
base model will select λ = ∞ in equilibrium. An important message, however, is that the
selection of λ = ∞ is a knife-edge result; a firm will not select an arbitrarily high, interior
level of transparency regardless of its value.
For sufficiently small p, the firm will, with arbitrarily high ex-ante probability, select λ =
λ in equilibrium. Therefore, the expected discounted surplus of each worker is approximately
unchanged between our base game in which transparency is exogenously fixed at λ and one
in which the firm selects the level of transparency, but there is legislation preventing the firm
from selecting any transparency level strictly less than λ.
We have not formally modeled the choice of workers to ‘‘bury their heads in the sand”
and ignore wage information. Nevertheless, a richer model that allows each worker to ignore
information would lead each worker to seek out wage information to the fullest extent allowed
by the firm: for fixed w̄ higher transparency helps workers at the point of (re)negotiation.
Because each worker has zero measure, no single worker will affect the equilibrium payoff,
and therefore actions, of the firm.
III.
III.A.

Empirical Evidence from ‘‘Right of Workers To Talk’’ U.S. State
Laws
‘‘Right of Workers to Talk’’ Legislation History

We study the enactment of legislation that commits employers to a minimum level of
transparency through strong protections for coworkers who discuss pay with each other,
which we refer to as ‘‘Right of Workers to Talk” (ROWTT) laws. As early as 1935, a
clause in the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) established worker rights to discuss pay
in the spirit of facilitating collective bargaining; however, these protections were described
in very general terms, ‘‘protecting concerted activity,” and violators did not face punitive
damages, which led to the critique of the NLRA as a ‘‘toothless tiger” (Green, 2014).27
More recently, individual U.S. states have enacted ROWTT laws, purportedly designed to
combat discriminatory pay. These laws prohibit employers from retaliating against workers
who discuss or inquire about coworker pay, with a clear enforcement mechanism: financial
penalties to employers who violate the provisions. All state ROWTTs newly allow workers
to sue employers in violation of ROWTT,28 and all ROWTT laws provide prescribe punitive
damages and/or fines for employers found in violation. In New Hampshire, ROWTT makes
a manager herself criminally liable for violating the terms of the policy. These laws received
27

The National Labor Relations Act specifically excludes anyone in a supervisory role, government workers, and workers in certain travel occupations from its purview.
28
D.C.’s ROWTT is the only one that requires complaints be adjudicated by the labor board.
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bipartisan support; both Republican and Democratic governors signed ROWTT bills into
law.29 In 2016, 25% of U.S. workers–all those working for federal contractors–received the
same protections.30
Anecdotal and survey evidence suggests workers have made use of these protections.
The Philadelphia Inquirer writes that the ‘‘Google spreadsheet was the most powerful labor
tool in 2019,’’ in reference to the use of shared spreadsheets as a way of spreading salary
information. One employee who created such a spreadsheet told the reporter, ‘‘We were
nervous enough that we checked online to figure out whether we were doing anything illegal
by talking about what we were paid. We weren’t.’’ One journalist tracked down salary
spreadsheets that have been created among museum professionals, baristas, journalists, ad
agency staffers, and public interest lawyers (Reyes, 2019). Hegewisch et al. (2011) and
Sun et al. (2021) survey workers in 2010 and 2017, respectively, about the prevalence of
employer policies banning employers from discussing wages with one another. Between the
dates of these two survey waves, 11 out of 13 ROWTT policies in our analysis were enacted.
On our behalf the authors linked the outcome data of both surveys to state enactment of
ROWTTs, revealing that the prevalence of non-disclosure policies declined twice as fast in
states that enact an ROWTT during this time window than in those that do not. Among
states that enact ROWTT legislation between 2010 and 2017, the share of workers subject
to non-disclosure mandates falls 42%, from 16.2% of workers in 2010 to 9.4% in 2017.31
In Figure I we provide a timeline and geographical depiction of the enactment of each
state law. There are 13 such policies in our study window (2000-2016), spanning the West,
Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and Midwest regions, but excluding the South. While ROWTT
laws vary in their precise language, all legislation included in our analysis protects the right
of workers to disclose their own salary and inquire about the salaries of others, and applies
to all workers, with a few exceptions such as HR representatives.
III.B.

Outcome data and sources

We use data from the American Community Survey (ACS) to track wages and employment between 2000 and 2016. Starting in 2000, the ACS surveyed more than 3 million
individuals annually, allowing us to identify 4,077,593 individuals working in states that en29

12 Democrats, 5 Republicans, and 1 Independent governor signed these policies into legislation.
See https://web.archive.org/web/20170508135445/https://www.dol.gov/ofccp/regs/compliance/factsheets/Workplace_Rights_JRF_QA_508c.pdf .
31
We would not expect rates to drop to zero even after the passage of ROWTT for several reasons; first,
employees responding to the survey may not be aware of recent changes their employer made; secondly,
employers may not have responded to the law either due to ignorance or as part of a long tradition of using
gag laws to intimidate employees. Rates of non-disclosure policies decline in states that have not enacted
an ROWTT by 2017 fall 22.5% from 20% to 15.5% over this time span, which also includes the 2016 federal
mandate extending ROWTT to all federal contractors.
30
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act ROWTT laws during our window of analysis. The ACS contains information on hours
worked per week, weeks worked per year, sector, occupation, industry, U.S. state of work,
and demographic characteristics, in addition to annual earnings information with a cap of
$250,000.32 We complement the main ACS sample with a measure of union coverage from
the Current Population Survey (CPS). We merge in unionization at the occupation level
using the standardized 1990 occupation codes provided by Flood et al. (2020) and Ruggles
et al. (2021).
III.C. Empirical Strategy
We carry out a multi-period difference-in-difference design, often referred to as an eventstudy analysis. We follow Donohue III and Heckman (1991) and use neither event data nor
outcome data after 2016, when complementary federal policies extend ROWTT protections
to all federal contractors, and additional transparency requirements are enacted.33
Our key identifying assumption is that the precise timing of ROWTT enactment during
this twelve-year period, among states that eventually pass ROWTT laws, is uncorrelated
with underlying wage and employment dynamics. We empirically test this assumption by
examining how wages, employment and additional labor market features evolve in each
state leading up to the enactment of ROWTT. Under the presumption that the states that
eventually pass ROWTT laws are more similar along unobservables than states that do not
pass these laws, our baseline specification excludes states that never enact ROWTT from
our analysis.34
In our baseline specification, we also assume that the effect of transparency on our outcomes is homogeneous across cohorts. If cohort effects were not homogeneous, the multiperiod difference-in-differences estimation strategy may not result in an unbiased estimate of
the average treatment effect across cohorts. As a robustness check we relax our assumption
about homogeneous treatment effects and estimate the effect of each cohort separately.
Across all specifications we restrict our sample to prime working-aged individuals, ages
24 to 54, employed full-time in the private sector.35 The reason we focus exclusively on the
32

Unfortunately these data do not include firm identifiers, the reason we cannot test within-firm predictions.
33
In addition to extending ROWTT protections to contractors (25% of the workforce), the federal government began requiring all firms in the country with more than 100 employees to begin reporting average
wages broken down by race and gender in December, 2016.
34
We recognize trade-offs in making this choice. Excluding untreated states reduces power and introduces
potential for colinearity between year fixed effects and linear treatment effects. While we expect our effects
are non-linear (discontinuous around the year of the event) and hence, our estimation less susceptible to this
colinearity, we verify this by replicating the analysis using our final cohort as a pure set of control states as
well as adding back in states that never pass ROWTT.
35
We consider a worker to be employed full-time if they self-report that they usually work at least 35
hours/week and work for at least 48 weeks in the last year.
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private sector is that many local laws have made salaries public information for government
workers; for example, in California two-thirds of cities independently chose to disclose the
compensation of city employees prior to a 2010 mandate to disclose salaries of all municipal
employees (Mas, 2017).36 For this reason the ROWTT laws may or may not increase transparency for these workers. We discuss the effect of ROWTT in the public sector further in
Appendix Section B.
We estimate the dynamic effect of ROWTT laws over the 3 years following their enactment. We also estimate the dynamic effect of ROWTT laws over the 6 years prior to their
enactment as a test of whether enactment was precipitated by any underlying events that
could co-move with our outcomes of interest, such as a rise in pro-busines sentiments and
related policies.
We estimate the following multi-period difference-in-differences specification:

yist =αs +

−2
X

βw 1{t − Es = w} +

w=−6

3
X

βw 1{t − Es = w}+

w=0

γ1{t − Es < −6} + δ1{t − Es > 3} + λX ist + ist

(7)

Where i indexes individuals, s indexes states and t indexes year. In our main specification,
yist is the logarithm of annual wage income or the share of all people employed full-time in
the private sector. αs is a state fixed effect and Es is the year when state s enacts the
ROWTT policy. Thus, t − Es indexes years relative to the event. w = −1 is the omitted
reference period, γ and δ are indicators for periods outside the event window. X ist is a vector
of controls that include age (quadratic), education, year-by-industry (NAICS 3-digit) and
year-by-occupation (SOC 3-digit) indicators. We allow for interactions between available
demographic characteristics, namely marital status, race and gender, and we allow regionby-industry effects to differ by gender. Standard errors are two-way clustered by state and
year.37
In our baseline specification, we report the results from a balanced composition of states
following the enactment of the law, we estimate the dynamic post period effects for states
with events up through 2013 separately, and report the coefficients from the following interaction term added to Equation 7:
3
X

βw∗ 1{t − Es = w} × 1{Es ≤ 2013}

(8)

w=0
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To identify all these local policies, Mas (2017) resorts to newspaper articles on the wayback machine.
To carry this out nation-wide posed an insurmountable hurdle for us.
37
When a worker lives and works in different states, we use the state in which they are primarily employed.
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In a series of robustness tests we include year-by-Census-division fixed effects αtr , and
we weight our sample to estimate a counterfactual where the composition of workers in
each education-gender-state cell remains fixed throughout the post period.38 To relax our
assumption of homogeneous treatment effects across cohorts, we allow treatment effects to
vary depending on the year ROWTT is enacted, and calculate the weighted average of
each year-specific treatment effect. We implement this using the Sun and Abraham (2020)
interaction-weighted estimator, designed to recover average treatment effects even in the
presence of underlying heterogeneity across years.39 We include the full specification and
estimation details in Appendix Section A.
We estimate the heterogeneous effects of ROWTT separately for occupations in which
workers have a relatively high versus low degree of individual bargaining power by splitting
occupations according to whether they are above or below the median unionization rate of
7%. We add the following interaction terms to Equation 7.
−2
X

βw 1{t − Es = w} × 1{above median} +

3
X

βw 1{t − Es = w} × 1{above median}+

w=0

w=−6

γ1{t − Es < −6} × 1{above median} + δ1{t − Es > 3} × 1{above median}

(9)

III.D. Results
Figure II presents the results based on the econometric framework described in Section III.C. The event-study graph shows the evolution of log wages (Panel A) and private
sector employment (Panel B) in each of the 6 years leading up to the enactment of ROWTT
and 3 years after enactment. The year before the event (-1) corresponds to the omitted
category, and thus the corresponding coefficient is always zero by construction.
When inspecting Figure II, Panel A note that the coefficients refer to wage differences
relative to the period prior to ROWTT enactment, after controlling for calendar year fixed
effects. As a result, a coefficient of zero does not imply that wages remain stagnant in nominal
terms; rather, it indicates similar growth rates of wages in states leading up to the enactment
of ROWTT. The range along the y-axis has been set to approximately +/- 1 standard
deviation in average wages over time, within a state. In the six years leading up to the
enactment of ROWTT, coefficients are precisely estimated and statistically indistinguishable
38

We take the year before the policy is enacted as the reference year and estimate the educational distribution of each state separately for men and women. Within each state, we then reweight the sample in
every other year to match the education-by-gender distribution in the reference year.
39
This estimator is part of a large recent applied econometric literature investigating robust dynamic
effect estimators and weaknesses of the standard OLS approach (Athey and Imbens, 2018; Borusyak et al.,
2021; Callaway and Sant’Anna, 2020; de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfœuille, 2020; Goodman-Bacon, 2018).
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from zero, suggesting that our assumption of parallel trends in wages holds.
By contrast to the period before enactment, after ROWTT is enacted, the evolution of
wages diverges from the wage path of states which enact ROWTT in different years. One year
after enactment, wages are 2.2% lower (p-value < 0.001), and by three years after enactment
wages are 2.6% lower (p-value = 0.017) than the period prior to enactment. A 2.6% decline
in average private sector wages, on this time scale, represents an economically sizeable and
rapid shift, especially in light of evidence that downward wage rigidities are pervasive in
the U.S. economy (Grigsby et al., 2021). To put this result in perspective, if firms had
fixed nominal wages during the window we examine, year over year employees would have
experienced a comparable decline in real wages on average, approximately 2.8%.40 Most
likely, the wage path diverged following ROWTT enactment through the slowing pace of
wage increases and the downward revision of starting wages.
In Appendix Section B, we conduct the event study using unconditional quantile regressions (Firpo et al., 2009). Wages in the 50th percentile closely track average wages, falling to
1.8% one year after enactment (p-value=0.008), and 1.9% in the third year (p-value=0.083).
Average post-treatment wage effects are negative and statistically different from zero across
the income distribution, ranging from 3.8% to 1.4% between the 10th and 90th percentiles,
but wage effects are largest for the lowest earners, consistent with our hypothesis that transparency’s effect will be largest when roles are standardized, workers are substitutable, and
renegotiations occur frequently, such as in high-churn jobs.41
Wage declines could stem from a change in hiring practices resulting from ROWTT.
Our theory predicts that a shift in bargaining power from workers to firms could both
lower wages paid and, under some circumstances, reduce the employment of high outside
option workers. Panel B of Figure II reports the estimated coefficients from the same event
study specification as Panel A, replacing our dependent variable with the share of workers
employed full-time in the private sector. The range of our y-axis is set to be approximately
+/- 1 standard deviation of the average share employed in the private sector overtime within
states. Our point estimates suggest that employment remains constant leading up to the
ROWTT enactment, and continues on the same path after ROWTT. After one year, the
coefficient is 0.25% (p-value= 0.165) and after three years the point estimate is 0.39% (p40

According to https://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/central.html, nation-wide average wages rise by 2.8% each
year from 2004-2016.
41
Our bargaining theory is premised on the notion that workers can be compared to one another. When
workers are specialized, the bargaining effects no longer hold. Our model also predicts that workers can
renegotiate immediately upon learning the wage information of their peers. If workers must wait for a
scheduled performance review to renegotiate, then λ represents the rate at which workers both learn the
wages of peers and have the ability to renegotiate. Therefore, markets with high churn or more frequent
wage negotiations, may have a larger increase in effective transparency following the enactment of ROWTT.
Using nation-wide payroll data, Cullen and Perez-Truglia (2021) find that over 80% of new hires in a given
year are hourly workers in lower paying positions.
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value=0.165). We cannot reject zero impact on employment during the 3 years after ROWTT
enactment.
While employment does not appear to be affected by ROWTT, in theory composition
changes could be masked. Employees could, for example, be systematically leaving high
value-of-labor employers for low value-of-labor employers. Alternatively highly skilled workers may be leaving the private sector at a faster rate and low-skilled workers hired at a faster
rate despite constant aggregate employment levels. We carry out two additional exercises to
test if the composition of employed workers responds to ROWTT and contributes to the wage
declines. First, we estimate a counterfactual model of the wage effects whereby the share
of employees in each detailed education-by-gender cell remains of equal size in every year
subsequent to t = −1. Figure A.1 Panel C shows the results remain essentially unchanged.
After the first year, wages decline by 2.0% (p-value =0.023) and fall to 2.5% (p-value =
0.125) after three years. Second, we carry out a decomposition exercise in Appendix Section
D using liberal estimates of composition changes. We conclude composition changes from
employment could account for up to half of our estimated overall effect on wages.
In Table I we report the results of several alternative specifications to our baseline. In
Col. 1, we present our baseline results, the multiperiod difference-in-differences estimator
with a fixed composition of states in the post period. We report the dynamic effects around
ROWTT in +/- 3 years around the event, and we also report the average of the posttreatment period: 1.8% (p-value<0.001). In Col. 2, we allow all cohorts (2004-2016) to
contribute to all periods for which the data are available. In the post period each coefficient
is identified by a different set of states (eg. outcome data is not available in period +3 for
the cohort with events in 2014). The post event coefficients average 1.5% (p-value<0.001) in
the post-treatment period, and fall by 2.6% three years after enactment, exhibiting nearly
identical results as our baseline. In Col. 3 we include detailed region-by-year fixed effects using detailed Census divisions, effectively restricting comparisons between states to
neighboring states.42 The average post-treatment effect is 1.7% (p-value = 0.074). This is
statistically indistinguishable from our baseline specification. In Col. 4, we report the point
estimates and standard errors for the education-by-gender reweighted specification. The average post-treatment effect is 1.5% (p-value = 0.053). Finally, we compute the Sun-Abraham
interaction-weighted estimator which relaxes our assumption of homogeneous treatment effects across cohorts, as described in Appendix Section A. The average post-treatment point
estimate is 2.2% (p-value<0.001), which is again similar to our other estimates. These results
of all these alternative specifications are discussed in further detail in Appendix Section and
are presented graphically in Figure A.1. In Figure A.2, we carry out the same robustness
42

We pool together the ‘‘West North Central’’ and ‘‘East North Central’’ divisions to form the ‘‘Midwest’’
Census region to ensure that there are no divisions containing only a single treated state.
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checks for our employment results. Across all specifications we consistently find employment
effects close to zero and precisely estimated.43
In Figure III, we report the wage effect for above and below median rates of unionization
at the occupation level.44 Our theory predicts that as individual bargaining power declines,
the effect of transparency shrinks (Section II.B). In unionized firms, the firm may first
negotiate with a union representative, so that individual workers face a more rigid wage
schedule. Within the agreed-to wage schedule, workers may have more limited bargaining
power to negotiate pay. We use the rates of unionization within an occupation to approximate
individual bargaining power. In Figure III Panel A we separately plot the dynamic effects
of ROWTT for occupations with above and below the median share of unionized workers,
estimated jointly following Equations 7 and 9. In Panel B we plot the difference between the
effects for occupations with low and high rates of unionization. Leading up to the enactment
of ROWTT, wages in high and low unionized occupations follow the same trajectory. Starting
the year that ROWTT policies are enacted, wages between these groups of occupations
diverge. Among relatively unionized occupations, wages fall by 1.4% (p-value = 0.130) one
year after enactment and remain at 1.6% (p-value = 0.052) three years after enactment.
For occupations with relatively low rates of unionization, wages decline nearly twice as
much, an additional 1.6% (p-value = 0.032) over the post-period window, and experience
wage declines of 3.2% three years after enactment. In Appendix Section B we show the
average post treatment effect grows systematically as unionization rates fall from 20% in the
upper quartile down to 2% in the bottom quartile. These results offer suggestive evidence
that indeed, collective bargaining agreements that reduce individual bargaining power also
mitigate the effects of pay transparency on the bargaining position of workers.
When interpreting our heterogeneous treatment effects, it is important to consider alternative interpretations to the causal relationship we present. While our theory predicts
a causal relationship, our empirical test does not rule out the possibility that occupations
with higher rates of unionization are different along dimensions that could mute the effects
of ROWTT but are orthogonal to individual bargaining power. For example, occupations
with higher rates of unionization could be associated with institutions that do not adapt
quickly to changes in the labor market and operate in less mobile labor markets; hence, are
slow to adjust their wage trajectories and do not do so within our window. Alternatively, the
policy itself could have been enforced differently within occupations that have higher rates of
unionization. In Section IV, we strengthen this empirical test by exploring the relationship
between unionization and transparency’s effect across a wide range of labor markets.
43

In unreported results, we replicate Table I including all U.S. states. Results are qualitatively the same,
and we do not gain sufficient power to supplant our baseline specifications.
44
The median rate is 7% and there is a five-fold difference in unionization rates between occupations
above and below the median.
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III.E.

Main Threats to Internal Validity

Inherent in our empirical strategy are several assumptions. The first is that ROWTT
laws are enacted in isolation; in other words, these policies are not simultaneously coupled
with additional legislation or timed around another noteworthy event. We have reason to
believe this is the case. While nearly all ROWTT legislation are amendments to existing
equal pay laws,45 in only four cases is there arguably related legislation enacted around the
same time.46 Our results are robust to excluding these four events.
Relatedly, the decision to enact ROWTT cannot be itself driven by changes that are
underway, in essence a story of reverse causality whereby declining wages leads to the enactment of ROWTT, rather than the other way around. Reverse causality is typically less of
a concern when effects are discontinuous and occur after the policy is enacted; nevertheless,
we also collect facts about the motivation for the passage of ROWTT laws. More than
three-quarters of the ROWTT policies refer to pay discrimination in the title or preamble
describing the the law (the partial equilibrium narrative), and nowhere is there mention of
wage levels.47 We also consider the possibility that a third factor leads to both declining
wages and the enactment of ROWTT. We could, in principle, be detecting a rapid shift in
sentiment in favor of businesses that, either through policies or atmosphere, effectively shifts
bargaining power towards firms and simultaneously leads to the enactment of ROWTT. Or
alternatively a shift in sentiment in favor of labor and related policies (including ROWTT)
intended to combat inequality and yet, inadvertently, this movement also lowers average
wages. To test whether there exist concurrent shifts in the business environment or prolabor activities around ROWTT enactment, we study whether state corporate tax changes
co-vary with the enactment of ROWTT policies. State corporate tax rates change with a
high degree of frequency, providing an index of the state’s business environment year over
year. We take advantage of a dataset constructed by Slattery and Zidar (2020), and replicate our event study analysis with state corporate tax rates as the dependent variable. In
Appendix Figure A.8, we show that corporate tax rates do not change around ROWTT
enactment. Coefficients are small, and the confidence interval always includes zero.

45

11 of 13 were passed as amendments to existing equal pay laws; D.C. and CT were not tied to previous
protections.
46
VT enacts a new law about working mothers in the workplace, and new guidelines supporting flexible
working arrangements. MN sets aside money for grants to create programs to hire women in different
workplaces. NH creates additional anti-retaliation laws. DE creates new provisions and protections regarding
reproductive health. Salary history bans, salary range posting mandates and wage gap disclosure policies
are not coupled with ROWTT laws nor are they enacted within several years of any ROWTT law that we
study in the window 2004 to 2016.
47
Commonly used phrases are ‘‘pay equity,” ‘‘equal pay,” ‘‘pay discrimination,” and ‘‘pay differential.”
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IV. Examination of other Pay Transparency Mandates through our
Bargaining Framework
Our model predicts similar equilibrium labor market outcomes of pay transparency policies that require employers to post individual salaries or report pay gaps between men and
women to all workers (Section II.D). In this section, we gather empirical evidence for these
claims.
Several of the most sweeping pay transparency laws enacted, including in Austria, Denmark, and the U.K., require employers to reveal wage gaps between men and women. Interventions in Canada and the U.S. require the online posting of wages for certain labor markets.
We compile results from studies that evaluate these policies to test the equilibrium effects
predicted by our bargaining framework in diverse settings. We refer to this empirical exercise
as a meta-analysis, because we examine average wage declines across settings and combine
the data from these studies in a mixed-effects meta-regression to test our comparative static
prediction that wages decline less when unionization rates are higher.
IV.A. Criteria for selecting pay transparency studies
We seek to include the universe of pay transparency studies, subject to several criteria:
first, the study evaluates the effect of a pay transparency policy in a real-world labor market.
Second, the study evaluates the effect of pay transparency on the wages of all employees in
that labor market. Third, the study refers to the policy evaluated as ‘‘pay transparency” or
a related term.48
In practice, our restrictions lead some high-quality studies (e.g. Breza et al. (2018);
Gächter and Thöni (2010)) to be excluded as they investigate transparency in a lab context
or lab in the field where researchers role play as employers. Some high-quality studies (e.g.
Burn and Kettler (2019); Gamage et al. (2020); Kim (2015); Roussille (2021)) are excluded
as they investigate the effect of transparency on subsets of workers.
While we can take steps to identify the universe of studies that meet these criteria,
one concern with meta-analyses is that publication bias results in studies skewed toward
finding a significant effect (Andrews and Kasy, 2019). In our case, this is likely a relatively
minor concern. Overall wage levels are only a secondary outcome in the all of these studies;
one study (Mas, 2017) primarily focuses on wage compression between high- and low-paid
workers, and the remainder focus first and foremost on the gender wage gap, consistent with
48

The full list of search terms include ‘‘pay transparency,” ‘‘wage transparency,” ‘‘salary transparency,”
‘‘pay disclosure,” ‘‘wage disclosure,” and ‘‘salary disclosure.” We searched for papers on the Econ lit database,
SSRN, arxiv, NBER working papers series, IZA working paper series, Google Scholar, and the works cited
of other included studies. We performed this search several times, with the final search being conducted in
May, 2021.
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the stated goal of pay transparency policies to close the wage gap between men and women
and other minorities.
IV.B.

Overview of studies & results extraction

Our search results in eight independently-conducted papers, one of which provides two
studies internally.49 In total, these papers evaluate six distinct pay transparency mandates
spanning five countries. In four of these studies, governments mandate full disclosure of employee salaries, and in the remaining four, wage gaps between men and women.50 Appendix
Table A.1 provides details about each of the studies.
We extract information about overall wage effects and labor market unionization from
each study. We select the author’s preferred specification when clear, as is the case for six
of the eight studies. When not specified, we select the specification closest to our theoretical
framework, i.e. examining wage spillovers within position.51 For three of eight studies, the
authors do not report a single post-treatment effect. To minimize assumptions about the
covariance between estimates, we do not aggregate over annual estimates when authors do
not report a single post-treatment effect; rather, we choose the final period in the window
reported.52
All but three studies specifically report the effect of transparency policies on men’s wages,
and then provide the differential effect of the policy on women’s wages.53 We impute the
overall wage effect of transparency by weighing the changes in men’s and women’s wages by
the share of men in the industry, and the pre-transparency ratio of female to male wages.54
49

Baker et al. (2019); Bennedsen et al. (2020); Blundell (2021); Böheim and Gust (2021); Duchini et al.
(2020); Gulyas et al. (2020); Mas (2017); Obloj and Zenger (2020) (two studies are included in Baker et al.
(2019)).
50
Disclosure of employee salaries is facilitated by newspapers and other organizations who release salary
information garnered through Freedom of Information Act requests in Mas (2017) and Obloj and Zenger
(2020).
51
Baker et al. (2019) and Obloj and Zenger (2020) present two preferred specifications each. In Baker
et al. (2019), one specification considers a worker as treated if the wage of a coworker at the same department
and institution is revealed. Another specification consider a worker as treated if the wage of a coworker at the
same department, institution, and rank is revealed. We select the latter specification because our model’s
predictions are in settings where wages of peers with the same value to the employer are revealed. The
authors note on page 14 that this specification is the one that better captures ‘‘horizontal” rather than
‘‘vertical” comparisons. We apply the same reasoning to our choice of specification in Obloj and Zenger
(2020).
52
Böheim and Gust (2021) estimate the effect of the transparency policy on different cohorts of firms
which vary in the timing of treatment. We similarly select the final cohort in their analysis. All cohorts have
wage effects that are statistically indistinguishable from zero. Weighing the average change in each cohort
by number of workers leads to similar inferences.
53
Mas (2017) provides wage effects for managers and non-managers, Gulyas et al. (2020) use women as
the base category and provide the differential wage effect for men, and Böheim and Gust (2021) present the
wage effects separately for men and women.
54
Bennedsen et al. (2020) also report an increase in firm profits per worker. Given this outcome is only
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IV.C. Results
In Figure IV, we graphically present the relationship between the share of the workforce
covered by a collective bargaining agreement in each study (x-axis), and the estimated effect
of the pay transparency mandate on log wages (y-axis). For each study we include two
points. The first is an effect size directly reported in the paper and refers to the effect of
pay transparency on men’s wages.55 For these point estimates we also plot the reported
95% confidence interval. We include a second point, lighter in color, to indicate our imputed
estimate of transparency’s effect on the overall population.
The results of these studies match our theoretical predictions. Observations generally fall
below the x-axis, indicating a negative impact of pay transparency on wages, and follow an
upward-sloping line, indicating that the effect on wages is smaller in magnitude as a higher
share of the workforce has wages set by a collective bargaining agreement. The resulting slope
on the effect of transparency on men’s wages is 0.018 (p-value=0.008), implying that a 10
percentage point reduction in the share of workforce under a collective bargaining agreement
results in a 0.18 percentage point larger decrease in men’s wages following a transparency
intervention. Studies with nearly full coverage by a collective bargaining agreement see no
statistically significant change in wages following the transparency intervention.
Comparing the point estimate for men only, and our imputed point estimate for the
entire population (the lighter point), reveals that the effect for the whole population follows
the same patterns as it does for men only. However, the effect on women’s wages is smaller
than the effect on men’s wages. As these studies all investigate the effect of wages within
firm, our Theorem 1 predicts that transparency results in a smaller wage gap when the
distribution of men’s outside options first order stochastically dominates that of women.56
In Appendix Section E, we offer more details about the reported gender wage gaps featured
in these studies.
Two of the studies included in our meta-analysis offer an explanation for the average
wages they observe after the transparency mandate.57 They offer two distinct explanations,
tracked in one study, we are not able to formally include it in our meta analysis, although we note that it is
consistent with our theoretical predictions. They find a point estimate of 0.014, with standard error 0.042.
55
As we note earlier, we are unable to include the effect of pay transparency on men’s wages for Mas
(2017) and Böheim and Gust (2021).
56
Formally, suppose there are two types of workers, m (male) and f (female), and each worker i belongs
to exactly one type. Let G` represent the distribution of outside options for type ` ∈ {m, f }, and let
G(x) := qGm (x) + (1 − q)Gf (x) for all x ∈ [0, 1], where q ∈ [0, 1] is the proportion of men in the market.
Denote the average equilibrium expected earnings of an employed worker of type ` ∈ {m, f } as T (Ω, v, θi , `).
EG [T (Ω,v,θi ,f )]

Gm (·) first-order stochastically dominates Gf (·) then EG f [T (Ω,v,θi ,m)] converges monotonically to 1 as Ω
m
converges to 1 for all v. The reason is that when Gm (·) first-order stochastically dominates Gf (·), it is
possible to ‘‘pair up” every f -type worker with an m-type worker with a higher outside option, and Theorem
1 therefore implies wage equalization across genders.
57
With one exception, these papers do not offer a formal theory of wage adjustments, but propose high
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each well-suited to their context. Mas (2017) focuses on public aversion to high pay, and
the pressure that the public eye could place on employers to reign in high salaries. This
channel may be especially important when salaries are available to the public, and when
public tax dollars support wages, as in the case of public sector workers (Baker et al., 2019;
Mas, 2017; Obloj and Zenger, 2020). We expect this channel to play a smaller role in
cases where employers or employees can only share salaries internally (Bennedsen et al.,
2020; Böheim and Gust, 2021; Gulyas et al., 2020).58 Moreover, we might expect the public
eye to similarly constrain the wages of unionized and non-unionized workers. Bennedsen
et al. (2020) focus on the potential for worker morale to respond to visible pay inequality
between peers, followed by declines in productivity, and in turn, average wage declines.
Indeed, the partial equilibrium effect of lower morale and lower productivity in response
to peer pay inequality have been shown in several settings where the employer did not
have agency to adjust wages (Breza et al., 2018; Cullen and Pakzad-Hurson, 2021). We
view this channel as entirely consistent with our bargaining framework to the extent that
the morale and productivity consequences are a threat that leads employers to equalize
wages, as discussed in Eliaz and Spiegler (2013). In settings where employers can adjust
wages, productivity is measured in a few cases; these cases broadly suggest that employers
indeed make adjustments to off-set productivity declines on the order of magnitude observed
in partial equilibrium settings. Bennedsen et al. (2020) find log sales per employee falls
minimally and insignificantly the first year after the mandate, though wages fall by 1.4%.
Sales dip in the second year leaving room for the possibility that average wage declines
preceded (or even caused) the productivity decline rather than the other way around.59
Duchini et al. (2020) measure firm output per worker and finds a statistically insignificant
decline; stock returns dip three days after the policy but recover by the fourth day.60 Wage
declines are observed even after controlling for productivity in Duchini et al. (2020) and
Obloj and Zenger (2020). In our own experiments, we find the net effect of morale pressures
is met with the strategic response of employers to equalize wages, and hence, our equilibrium
quality verbal explanations. In Appendix F of his paper, Blundell (2021) models how worker and/or consumer preferences for equal pay affect firm’s wage setting practices. In his model, men and women perform
different jobs in the firm, and therefore, firms set a completely common wage for each job, with or without
transparency.
58
Cullen and Perez-Truglia (2019) offer evidence that, internally, employees do not exhibit an aversion to
vertical inequality.
59
Year 1 sales per employee fall by -0.008 (s.e.=0.012) one year after a transparency mandate, while log
wages fall by -0.014 (s.e.=0.006). Log sales dips further in the following year (-0.040 log points (s.e.=0.015))
as do wages (-.033 (s.e.=0.007)),
60
Duchini et al. (2020) report the 3-day cumulative abnormal returns decrease by around 35 basis points
following the publication of gender equality data but the effect fades away after four days. Firm output per
worker falls by 0.029 (s.e.=0.035); however, the authors do not specify firm output units in the current draft
to the best of our knowledge, so we struggle to interpret the magnitude of this effect.
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predictions of lower average wages hold (Cullen and Pakzad-Hurson, 2021).
V. Conclusion
Although pay transparency has been in the political and popular spotlights due to its
perceived benefits to workers, its effect on wages and hiring are not well understood. Our
theoretical and empirical analyses of equilibrium wages and employment under greater transparency reveals consequences that run counter to popular wisdom.
Pay transparency reduces the bargaining power of employees in settings where workers
start out with a degree of individual bargaining power. The intuition behind this result is
that employers credibly refuse to pay high wages to workers with strong outside options to
avoid costly renegotiations with others. When workers bargain collectively, individual outside
options play a smaller role in wage negotiations and thus, transparency’s effect is muted. We
find evidence consistent with this in the U.S. private sector following the rollout of ‘‘Right
of Worker to Talk’’ U.S. state laws between 2004 and 2016. In the three years following
enactment of the law, wages decline approximately 2% overall, but they declined half as
much in occupations with above-median rates of unionization compared to occupations with
below-median rates of unionization.
Our findings highlight the central role that bargaining plays in mediating wages. Without
an equilibrium response through bargaining, we would expect wages to rise after transparency
is introduced, as transparency’s direct effect of revealing pay disparities allows low-wage
workers to negotiate higher pay. Our findings are consistent with prior research on the
effects of pay transparency policies; a meta-analysis of studies evaluating a wide range of
pay transparency mandates collectively corroborate the negative impact of transparency on
average wages, and our bargaining model offers a unified framework to understand differences
in the effect size across studies as a function of individual bargaining power in the local labor
markets.
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Figure I: Year Right of Workers to Talk (ROWTT) Law is Effective

Note: This figure displays the set of states enacting Right of Workers to Talk (ROWTT) policies
prior to and including 2016, when a federal ROWTT came into effect.
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Figure II: Effect of ROWTT Policies on Wage Income and Employment
Panel A: Wage Income

Panel B: Employment

Note: In this figure, we present our baseline multiperiod difference-in-difference estimates. In this
baseline specification, we report the results from a balanced composition of states following the
enactment of the law. Thus, we estimate the dynamic post period effects for states with events
through 2013 separately and report these in periods 0 to +3. See Equations 7 and 9 for more
information on this specification. The standard deviation of the state-level mean from 2000 to 2016
is 0.103 for the natural logarithm of wage income and 0.016 for the share of full-time private sector
workers.
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Figure III: Heterogeneous Effects of ROWTT Policies on Wage Income:
High and Low Unionization
Panel A: Union Split, Below- and Above-Median Unionization Rates

Panel B: Union Differences, Below- vs. Above-Median Unionization Rates

Note: In this figure, we present our baseline multi-period difference-in-difference estimates from a
balanced composition of states following the enactment of the law. Thus, we estimate the dynamic
post period effects for states with events through 2013 separately and report these in periods 0
to +3. See Equations 7 and 9 for more information on this specification. The standard deviation
of the state-level mean from 2000 to 2016 is 0.103 for the natural logarithm of wage income and
0.016 for the share of full-time private sector workers. We use data from the Current Population
Survey to estimate the share of workers covered by a union or collective bargaining agreement at
the occupation level each year and split at the median occupation.
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Figure IV: Effect of Transparency on Wages by Individual Bargaining
Power, Existing Studies

Note: In this figure, we graphically present estimates from the related literature. For the majority
of studies, we plot two observations, one for the effect of transparency on the wages of men (dark
blue series), and one for the imputed effect of transparency on the wages of all workers (light
blue series). The x-axis represents the share of workers covered by a union/collective bargaining
agreement, and the y-axis the percentage change in wages. We report the estimated effect of the
unionization rate on the impact of pay transparency recovered from a mixed-effects meta-regression
model (Schwarzer, 2007; Viechtbauer, 2010). Since the estimates for all workers are imputed for
some studies, we only report the meta-regression results for the male series for which standard
errors are known and displayed. In Section IV we describe the criteria for inclusion in our analysis,
and provide the details of each study in Table A.1.
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TABLE I: Dynamic Effect Estimates: Alternative Specifications
Sun-Abraham
IW Estimator

Multiperiod DID Estimator
Panel A: Wage Income (Ln.)
Mean Pre-Treatment Estimate

-0.001
(0.001)

-0.001
(0.000)

-0.001
(0.001)

-0.002
(0.000)

-0.003
(0.000)

-0.003
(0.005)
-0.022
(0.004)
-0.020
(0.005)
-0.026
(0.009)

-0.005
(0.003)
-0.016
(0.006)
-0.014
(0.007)
-0.026
(0.011)

-0.003
(0.006)
-0.020
(0.008)
-0.019
(0.008)
-0.025
(0.015)

-0.007
(0.006)
-0.013
(0.006)
-0.015
(0.006)
-0.027
(0.012)

-0.017
(0.001)
-0.022
(0.002)
-0.021
(0.002)
-0.028
(0.003)

Mean Effect, t ≥ 0

-0.018
(0.005)

-0.015
(0.006)

-0.017
(0.009)

-0.015
(0.007)

-0.022
(0.002)

Mean Difference: Post − Pre

-0.016
(0.004)

-0.014
(0.005)

-0.015
(0.009)

-0.014
(0.007)

-0.019
(0.002)

Yes
No
No
2,306,833
10.770 (0.103)

No
No
No
2,306,833
10.770 (0.103)

Yes
Yes
No
2,306,833
10.770 (0.103)

Yes
No
Yes
2,306,752
10.770 (0.103)

Yes
No
No
2,306,833
10.770 (0.103)

Dynamic Post Treatment Effect Estimates
t=0
t=1
t=2
t=3

Balanced Post-Period
Year-by-Region FE
Fix Gender-by-Education Composition
N
Mean (within state SD)

Panel B: Share Full-Time Private Sector Workers
Mean Pre-Treatment Estimate

0.000
(0.001)

0.000
(0.001)

-0.000
(0.001)

-0.000
(0.001)

0.000
(0.000)

0.000
(0.001)
0.003
(0.002)
-0.000
(0.002)
0.004
(0.003)

-0.001
(0.002)
0.002
(0.002)
0.003
(0.004)
0.003
(0.004)

-0.000
(0.002)
-0.001
(0.002)
0.000
(0.004)
0.002
(0.003)

-0.003
(0.002)
0.002
(0.002)
0.005
(0.002)
0.001
(0.003)

0.002
(0.002)
0.001
(0.001)
-0.002
(0.001)
0.002
(0.001)

Mean Effect, t ≥ 0

0.002
(0.001)

0.002
(0.001)

0.000
(0.002)

0.001
(0.002)

0.001
(0.001)

Mean Difference: Post − Pre

0.001
(0.001)

0.002
(0.002)

0.001
(0.001)

0.002
(0.002)

0.001
(0.001)

Yes
No
No
4,072,277
0.566 (0.016)

No
No
No
4,072,277
0.566 (0.016)

Yes
Yes
No
4,072,277
0.566 (0.016)

Yes
No
Yes
4,072,225
0.566 (0.016)

Yes
No
No
4,072,277
0.566 (0.016)

Dynamic Post Treatment Effect Estimates
t=0
t=1
t=2
t=3

Balanced Post-Period
Year-by-Region FE
Fix Gender-by-Education Composition
N
Mean (within state SD)

Note: In Cols. 1-4, we use the standard multiperiod DID estimator to recover the dynamic effect of state-level ROWTT
legislation on wage income (Panel A) and on the share of workers in full-time private sector employment (Panel B). For the
wage income analysis in Panel A, we explicitly restrict the sample to workers in full-time private sector employment. In Col.
1, we present the baseline model, balancing the set of states identifying the post-treatment dynamic effects by absorbing posttreatment dynamic effect estimates for cohorts with events after 2013. In Col. 2 our estimates includes all cohorts from 2000
to 2016. In Col. 3, we add year-by-region fixed effects to our baseline specification. In Col. 4, we reweight our sample by
education-by-gender within each state. We take the year before the policy is enacted as the reference year and estimate the
educational distribution of each state separately for men and women. Within each state, we then reweight the sample in each
year to match the education-by-gender distribution in that state’s reference year. In Col. 5, we use the Sun and Abraham (2020)
interaction-weighted (IW) estimator to allow for heterogeneous treatment effects across cohorts. The IW estimator requires
that the last-treated cohort be used as a control group in the absence of never-treated units. Thus, in this specification, the
2016 cohort does not contribute to dynamic effect estimates. We balance the post-treatment estimate by estimating the full
set of cohort-specific dynamic effects, but excluding the 2014 and 2015 cohorts from the post treatment interaction-weighted
estimates.
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